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Nishant Nigam   hkdigitalonline.com 

submitted on 05 January 2010 

 
Hello Bobby Sir, 
 
Sir i think you have missed out on one big serial , "Chandrakanta". 
Which created some memorable character like krur singh etc and created history on indian televiosion. 
 
Regards, 
Nishant Nigam 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 January 2010 

 Hi Nishant, 
Thanks for writing in. 
But I think you havent read or understood the post completely. 

The Post is about Doordarshan's Serials which came before 1991. 
To be precise its all about remembering the serials which came before the Cable TV revolution visitied India. 

And both the name of the serials you have mentioned are actually Cable Channels Serials in the late nineties and after 
that, and not of Doordarshan before the 90s. 
 
So I will be glad to include a name of any serial which is now more than 20 years old on television. 

Still thanks for writing in and do keep logging. 
Cheers! 

  

 Nishant Nigam   hkdigitalonline.com submitted on 05 January 2010 

 
Bobby sir, 
 
I just forget to add one more popular serial , which childrens loved so much "Alif Laila"  
 
Hope you include this also 
 
Regards, 
Nishant 

  

 Arjun Sharma   middleclassbrahmin.blogspot.com/ submitted on 08 January 2010 

 
Hello, 
I'd like to mention the name of "Phatichar" with Pankaj Kapoor in the lead. I'm not sure whether it aired before 1991 or not. 
There was also "Junoon," with this Tata-Birla business rivalry storyline. Also, I can vaguely recall the drama "Kashish." 
 
As an aside, a childhood favourite of mine was "Tehkikaat" with Vijay Anand and Saurabh Shukla. It was after cable TV came 
to India, but it was on DD and delighted me. :) I was young and impressionable at the time, so I may be forgiven for this. The 
first episode had Kitu Gidwani as the killer and I remember thinking "Hey, she's a pretty lady." 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 January 2010 

  Hi, 
Thanks for writing in.....I will surely look in to the dates and let you know. 

However regarding Kitu Gidwani, you made me remember those days of serial "Air Hostess" in which I simply loved her 
watching right from the first serial aired.  
 
Keep writing, 

  

 abhimanyu    submitted on 23 January 2010 

 

http://hkdigitalonline.com/
http://hkdigitalonline.com/
http://middleclassbrahmin.blogspot.com/


 

 

nice database but if you are listing serials before the 91,s then zaban sambhal ke,office office and dekh bhai dekh dont fit in 
here.great serials but of the mid to late 90,s..just thought ud like to know..wrong facts,since you are building a good database. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2010 

 Hi Abhimanyu, 
Thanks for giving your time and writing in. 
 
Regarding your concerns, If you read the write-up again then it is clearly mentioned that : 

There are two worth mentioning masterpieces among the recent serials : 

Zaba   Zabaan Sambhal Ke (Comedy) (Featuring Pankaj Kapoor) 

Off      Office Office (Comedy) (Featuring Pankaj Kapoor) 

So it is mentioned right there that the above two serials are from the latest channel era. 

But at the same time you are also right in mentioneing "Dekh Bhai Dekh". 
However it was included in the List since it came on "Doordarshan" and not any private channel. 

Still you are very right in pointing it out as it was originally aired in 1993. So now it has been added along with Zabaan Sambhal 
Ke & Office Office. 

Thanks for writing in and keep visiting for more. 

Cheers! 

  

 Santosh Gairola   Chanakya and Chandrakanta submitted on 28 February 2010 

 
I think you forgot Chanakya. And of course the horrible Chandrakanta. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 28 February 2010 

 Hi Santosh, 
In my opinion, though both Chanakya & Chandrakanta were telecast on Doordarshan, still they came in post 1990 years. 
However I personally didnt like the overlengthy and uninteresting portrayal in Chanakya and appreciating the fantasy 
Chandrakanta was completely out of question as it was quite over the top and childish. 

Still, Thanks for writing in and Keep logging. 

  

 A.M.Yadav    submitted on 16 May 2010 

 
There was something called ''Kiley ka rahashya'', Stoneboy, Giant robot. Do you remember? 
 
Cheers 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 May 2010 

  Hi A. M. Yadav, 

Sure, As you remind me i have just remembered that haunting tune of "Kiley Ka Rahesya"........which I still couldnt find 
anywhere on the net. The rest of the two, I remember too but they were English serials, which can be included in a seperate 
post. But "Kiley Ka Rahesya" no doubt deserves a place there in my list.  

Thanks for your contribution and keep posting! 

CheerS!  

  

 amu    submitted on 22 May 2010 

 
some other serials which were amazing: 
 



 

 

farmaan 
kshitij 
neev 
pachpan khambe, laal deewarein 
darpan 
 
in recent serials : sarabhai vs sarabhai 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 June 2010 

 Hi Amu, 

Thanks for writing in. Ya I sure remember Darpan and others were good too. 
Keep Visiting.......Cheers! 

  

 DR P.S.RATHORE    submitted on 22 May 2010 

 
THANKS FOR THE LIST BUT CAN YOU TELL THE ADDRESSES FROM WHERE WE CAN GET THESE OLD SERIALS 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 June 2010 

 Hi Dr. P. S. Rathore, 

Thanks for visiting and writing in. 
Regarding the availability of these serials on Home Video, if you reside in Delhi then all the released serials can be bought from 
either Palika Bazaar or Lajpat Rai market. These are the two places where you can get all at one go. 

Otherwise you can get them by ordering at your local store or retailer. 

I hope you get them all soon. 

Keep visiting.........Cheers! 

  

 Edmund michael    submitted on 07 June 2010 

 
There was this college serial called Subah. Dealed with drug issues and other stuff. Catchy title song. Not sure if you guys 
mentioned Nukkad here.. And how could you forget the marathi serial ek shunya shunya... If you are a fan of cid on sony. Then 
ek shunya shunya with the same title roles was violent. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 June 2010 

 Hi Edmund, 

Thanks for visiting and writing in but frankly speaking it seems that the article was only given a glance and not read thoroughly. 

Because both of the serials mentioned are right there in the list i.e. Subah and Nukkad. 

And the marathi serial is not there as the article in basically only about the Hindi Serials of that era. 

However, as you mentioned about the title song of Subah, I would like to add that it was a brilliant track from the great R. D. 
Burman himself. 

Thanks once again for being here and keep visiting.....Cheers! 

  

 Minnie    submitted on 08 June 2010 

 
Here are a few more: 
 
Kala Jal 
Chunauti( Fantastic titke song, Mann ek seepi hai) 
Mrs and Mrs 
Wah janab ( Shekhar Suman's first serial, opposite Kiran Juneja) 
Phir Wohi Talaas 
1234 



 

 

Sigma 
Mrignayani 
Mujrim Hazir 
Intehaan 
Nirmala 
Param Veer Chakra 

  

 collins    submitted on 14 June 2010 

 
Hi, 
 
I think it would be good if DD retelecast these serials now a days. Since these serials contains social messages and found 
infomative and entertaining, better than the serials telecasted nowadays which has more costumes but zero social messages 
and never reflect the actual society in large. 
 
Cheers 
 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 June 2010 

 Ya sure, it will be great fun if the young ones can watch these, taking time out of their super fast lives. 

Keep Visiting ....Cheers! 

  

 Vijay JOshi    submitted on 13 July 2010 

 
Please add naqab, barrister vinod, khoj, Adalat, the great maratha, Honi Ahnhoni and many more... 

  

 simmi shaikh    submitted on 20 July 2010 

 
Hiii 
 
I loved the serial called FARMAAN can u plzz tell if i can get the Home Video of this particular serial, i will be really thank ful to 
u 
 
Regards 
 
Simmi shaikh 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 20 July 2010 

 Hi Simmi Shaikh, 

Thanks for writing in but I am sorry to inform that as per my knowledge there is no such serial available at Home Video. BTW, I 
couldnt also recall which serial you are referring to. 

Keep Visiting. 

  

 saurabh    submitted on 27 July 2010 

 
Hi 
great database.... really appreciate the effort...can someone tell me from where i can get the title song of serial ADALAT. And 
just for info in the blog i read stoneboy as English serial...if i remember correctly it was a Hindi serial. 

  

 RAJ    submitted on 22 August 2010 

 
Hi, 
Thanks for including Udaan in the list. 
Please let me know where I can see this serial now online. 
As I want to show it for my daughter's inspirations. 
 
Please give a positive reply. 
 
Thanks 
Raj 

  



 

 

 Hitesh    submitted on 22 September 2010 

 
Serial - 
 
Appu aur Pappu (A serial of a Forest officer) 
 
EK DO TEEN CHAR (Serial of 4 boys) 
 
Gayab Aaya (Animation) 
 
Chanakya 
 
Bharat Ek Khoj 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 September 2010 

 Hi Hitesh, 

Bharat Ek Khoj is right there in the list and yes I do fondly remember Ek Do Teen Char (Made on a concept similar to Hardy 
Boys).  

Thanks for sharing your views and Keep visiting.....Cheers! 

  

 Rahul   rahul.busi.in submitted on 08 October 2010 

 
Kiley ka rahashya  
Talash ( Alok Nath) 
Kakka ji Kahin , 
Phir Wahi Talash 
Humlog  
Phatichar (Pankaj Kapoor ) 
Super Six 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 October 2010 

 Hi Rahul, 
Out of your given list, Hum Log & Kakkaji Kahin are right there and yes, I will soon add Kiley Ka Rehasya as you remind me 
about it once again. (I still recall its haunting tune). 

Thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting! 

Cheers! 

  

 Rabia    submitted on 14 October 2010 

 
There was one serial by the name of Lifeline - I vaguely remember K.K. Raina and Ila Arun in the serial- it was something about 
the medical field, doctors et.al.The serial, too, had a good sound track. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 October 2010 

 Thanks Rabia for reminding, yes i too recall that serial about the life in a hospital......and it was goo too. 

Thanks once again and Keep Visiting! 

  

 Anuradha    submitted on 17 October 2010 

 
Hi! 
 
I was a kid when these came out and I remembered 3 more that I used to be crazy about: 
 
Indradhanush  
Sinhasan Batteesi featuring Vijayendra Ghatge as King Vikramaditya 
Lekhu  
 
I also remember Gul Gulshan Gulfam (though I'm not sure if it was in the pre-90 years) 

http://rahul.busi.in/


 

 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 November 2010 

 Thanks Anuradha for reminding few more from those Golden days..... 

Keep Visiting! 

  

 Rahul    submitted on 22 October 2010 

 
How can any one forget "Neem Ka Ped".. the memorable character of "Budhai".. the best work of Pankaj Kapoor till date.. it had 
that wonderful opening title song - "Munh Ki Baat Sune Har Koi " by Jagjit Singh.. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 November 2010 

 Sure Rahul....that was a great serial......to be remembered as a gem. 

Thanks for reminding it and Keep Visiting.......Cheers! 

  

 padma    submitted on 10 November 2010 

 
some really nice serials were shown in DD my favourite was Sea Hawks any idea where can i get this serial. 
 
thanks  
 
padma 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 November 2010 

 Sorry Padma, I dont have any info on the same but still thanks for writing in and Keep Visiting for more.......Cheers! 

  

 sarah    submitted on 05 December 2010 

 
hi there, 
really gr8 post 
 
also not serials like mamaji...deven verma and kids 
haake baake ...ravi baswani and kids 
trishna not sure if its there in list..i tried to check it.. 
farmaan with kanwaljeet was a nice one...deepika deshpande vineeta mallik 
also liked duniya ghajab ki daane anar ke 
all used to be short and sweet of about 13 episodes 

  

 asha    submitted on 16 December 2010 

 
there was ksitij ye nahi n humraahi serials......i just miss those olden days.....desperately need such serials these days...... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 December 2010 

 Very true Asha, we all miss those golden years when we used to wait for hours for all those serials and enjoyed them a lot. 

Thanks for writing in and keep visiting.....Cheers! 

  

 asha    submitted on 17 December 2010 

 
One more serials name is CHUNNI which is a wonderful serial....can anyone have this serial n kshitij ye nahi serial videos as 
someone said that some of the videos r sold in some place in delhi.......i m dying to see these shows as they r such message 
oriented shows..... 
 
thanks for replying bobby... 

  

 Deepak    submitted on 20 January 2011 



 

 

 
Has anybody covered HUM PANCHI EK DAL KE.... 

  

 Sunil    submitted on 26 January 2011 

 
Dear Sir, 
 
Can i have the title songs of Bharat Ek Khoj & Kahan Gaye Woh Log. I like to hear them a lot. Yeah missing these types of 
episodes on these days television. Todays generation is not aware of these. 
 
Thanks 
 
Sunil 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 January 2011 

 Dear Sunil,  

Thanks for visiting and writing in. 

However I cant comment on "Kahan Gaye Wo Log" coz  havent seen any of its content available at net but "Bharat Ek Khoj" 
and its opening title song is right there at You Tube. Just search for it and I am sure you would find it there. 

Thanks once again and keep visiting. 

Cheers! 

HIS BLESSINGS  

  

 hussy    submitted on 30 January 2011 

 
Hey, 
can anyone tell me name of english serial (foreign) which was telecasted during 1994-1999 perhaps. it was something like 
valley...., about three girls. 

  

 priyanka Reddy    submitted on 03 February 2011 

 
Hiii 
 
I loved the serial called FARMAAN can u plzz tell if i can get the Home Video of this particular serial, i will be really thank ful to 
u...some videos i saw in youtube.but if any possible to get the cd or dvd of that serial..pls let me know 
 
Regards 
 
priyanka 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 February 2011 

 Hi Priyanka, 

Thanks for visiting the site and writing your comment. 
As of now I dont have any info on the HOME VIDEO release of the serial you asked for. But I will surely let you know as soon 
as it is released and I get hold of it. 

Till then you can download the videos you have seen from youtube and make your own VCD to watch your favorite serial at 
your ease. 

Keep Visiting.....CHEERS! 

  

 manoj    submitted on 21 February 2011 

 
Any links to download or watch online serial " Main Delhi hoon". Also Iam interested to know from where to download or watch 
this old DD serial Upasana(Theme song for this serial is Kannagi...Maani Meghalay)? 
Pls reply and help me. pls mail me at manojraj500@yahoo.com 
 



 

 

Thanks, 
With regards, 
manoj. 
mob: 09663214952. 

  

 Udaya    submitted on 03 March 2011 

 
Hi Bobby.... was searching for the serial 'zabaan sambhal ke' when i came across this blog !! made me nostalgic indeed ... can 
you help me with the lyrics/words of the title song of 'zabaan sambhal ke' ? i can only recollect the words ' hong kong se aya 
vadi, kitana dallar laya? " :-) 
 
Regards 

  

 Vijay    submitted on 21 March 2011 

 
How about "Turning Point"? 
 
Regards, 
Vijay 

  

 kalpana    submitted on 22 March 2011 

 
hiiiiiii can u plz send me a video of tv serial neev on my emil address plzzzzzzzzzzz 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 March 2011 

 Hi Kalpana, 
Sorry I dont have the video with me, but still thanks for visiting my site and writing in. 
Keep Visiting coz there is lot more to discuss here as you will explore. 

HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 sandeep patil    submitted on 19 April 2011 

 
Hi, i am very happy to relive the memories of all these serials. T was a good fan of these serials 
 
Thanks for you exploring them all. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2011 

 Thanks Sandeep for your kind comment. 

Keep Visiting and writing in.....Cheers! 

  

 rudra   www.yahoo.com submitted on 19 April 2011 

 
Pls start the show EMPEROR OF THE SEA again as it is a great serial I have ever seen. 

  

 Kundan Arya   gmail.com submitted on 24 April 2011 

 
Dear sir , 
kindly give me the information to download a full serial named Emperor of the sea in hindi dubbed which i like most. So please 
if u have any kind of infornmation about that ,then inform me. For this I shall be obliged you. 
 
Thanks & Regard:- 
Kundan arya 
 
Email Add.kundan.arya2801@gmail.com 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 24 April 2011 

 Dear Kundan Arya, 

http://www.yahoo.com/
http://gmail.com/


 

 

I would sure let you know the moment I get hold of any info about this. 

But till then keep visiting.....Cheers! 

HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Ameya Bhide    submitted on 24 April 2011 

 
Remember a serial called Indradhanush (sunday mornings on DD). A bunch of kids try to make a time machine. Girish Karnar 
played the father. 
 
Then there was Sigma with Captain Tara as the space ship commander and Shkati as the half-man, half machine. 

  

 sumit    submitted on 19 May 2011 

 
i can remember few more like..Faster Fene (story of detective boy), Spiderman cartoon serial. 
Anybody remember??? 

  

 vish n    submitted on 05 June 2011 

 
hafte hafte  
paying guest  
safarnama 
aisa bhi hota hai 

  

 vish n    submitted on 05 June 2011 

 
trishna 
chunauti 
appu aur pappu 

  

 shruja    submitted on 10 June 2011 

 
i have many in my list 
in cartoon 
sindbaad jahazi (i still loved its title song dole re dole re dube na mera jhahaszi) 
alice in wonderland, jungle book all those having very melodious title song 
 
n hindi serials like 
tamas 
sanjha chulha 
fermaan 
humlog 
virasat 
waah janab 
vyomkesh Bakshi (played by rajat kapur) 
charitrahin (i liked song in this giving u tube link) 
sheetal manjul komal 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMbUBeifJwg 
mujarim hazir ho 
chanakya (its very diff i liked it very much) 
nukkad 
muzrim hazir ho 
any one is remembering 'Neev" 
the serial on hostel/school life having beautiful title song inspiring one 
kile ka rahasya was i think 1st suspense on DD 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 June 2011 

 Thanks Sharuja for your comment and List but it seems you havent read the article with due attention as many of the serials in 
your list are already included in the write up. 

Anyway Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 



 

 

  

 Gayathri    submitted on 15 June 2011 

 
I remember one serial for Kids used to come in Sunday mornings about kids who play in the car carrage from slums in which 
the girl is so brilliant.I don't remember the name of the serial.But its a kids serial. 
 
 
Thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 June 2011 

 Thanks Gayathri for your comment. 

Keep Visiting 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Vikram Verma    submitted on 17 June 2011 

 
Sat Sri Akal Bhaaji, 
 
Pehlan taan very very thanks hai ji ki tusi enni mehnat naal ennni information sambhal ke rakkhi hoi hai. But I am continuously 
searching for the serial called "PHIR WAHI TALASH", I think it was the first serial of "NEELIMA AZIM & POONAM REHANI 
(THE MAIN STAR CAST). Je tusi enni information de sako taan I will be highly thankfull to you. 
 
Regards 
Vikram Verma. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 June 2011 

 Hi Vikram, 

Thanks for your kind comment and I will surely let you know as soon as I get some info about this serial. 

Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Rinku    submitted on 28 June 2011 

 
Dear  
There is a really strong fan club of Miss Poonam Rehani (Sarin) who starred in Phir wohi Talash, 
Visit the site below to believe. 
 
http://blog.ghushe.com/2005/12/30/phir-wahi-talaash/ 
 
Unfortunately, none of that fan club has any picture of hers. Can you help. 
Best would be if you can get the videos, and say post it on youtube. 
 
Regards, 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 30 June 2011 

 Thanks Rinku for your comment, I will surely let you know if i get hold of something. 

Keep Visiting 

Cheers! 

  

 Zenvi    submitted on 04 July 2011 

 
Hello Bobby and Rabia, 



 

 

 
Lifeline is one of the finest serials I can remember. I would love to hear the theme song. I have tried to search the theme for a 
long time and can't seem to find it. If anybody has any information as to where to look for this, kindly share this information. A 
very good number of people will be happy to locate that theme. 
 
Thanks and Regards :-) 
 
 

  

 Riddhi    submitted on 27 July 2011 

 
children show at 6.30 pm , monday santa kukdi,friday khel khilona,  
phool khile hai gulshan gulshan with tabasum 
 
broadcast was clean and entertaining 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 August 2011 

 Thanks Ridhhi, 
You might have missed but Phool Khile Hai Gulshan Gulshan is already there in the list. 
Anyway thanks a lot for your comment and do keep visiting. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 sachin bansal    submitted on 15 August 2011 

 
how about HE MAN and the Master's of Universe... 
It used to come on Sunday, 10 AM.  
 
Also i am deperately looking for all episodes of Param veer Chakra. Please help me to download that.  
 
regards 
Sachin bansal 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 20 August 2011 

 Hi Sachin, 
YEs I do remember HE-MAN and also SPIRDER MAN animation series but since here we have taken all the HINDI serials so 
these were left out for that reason alone. 
Regarding "ParamVeer Chakra", if it ever came out on Home Video I will surely let you know, but till then it can only be seen 
very partially on you tube as that is the only place to see it, if any fan uploads some of its episodes. 
So do try out there at regular intervals and Keep Visiting here too, 
 
Cheers, 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Rahul Raushan    submitted on 18 August 2011 

 
i want to give 1of d bst wishes to doordharshan & D.G.of doordharshan mr tripurari sharan also. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 20 August 2011 

 Thanks Rahul for you kind wishes and for visiting the site. 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 raghu narayan    submitted on 09 September 2011 

 
..kunal khemu has been my brother's favourite..since.."GUL GULSHAN GULFAM".. :) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 20 September 2011 

 Thanks Raghu narayan for visiting and writing in. 
Hope you would like the other articles at the site too. 



 

 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 puneet    submitted on 07 October 2011 

 
Ajnabi 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 12 October 2011 

 Thanks for your comment Puneet, 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Vinod    submitted on 10 October 2011 

 
Honi Anhoni, Darpan, Isi Bahane, Yaatra, Khaali Haath, Barrister Vinod 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 12 October 2011 

 Thanks for your comment Puneet, 
 

Cheers!HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Subbarao    submitted on 25 October 2011 

 
There are other serials that come to my mind. 
 
Indradhanush (kids with a talking computer, I missed the ending episode due to power cut in our locality) Used to air on Sunday 
noon. 
 
Police File Se (recreation of events of how police solved crimes, like stealing of Bhadur shah Jaffars coat from Delhi museum). 
 
Lifeline (Deals with Hospitals and Doctors lives starring Reema Lagoo). 
 
Can't recollect the name but a serial starring Parikshit Sahani as a doctor. 
In the last episode all his former patients pool money and send him to US for treatment after he meets with a life threatening 
accident. 
 
PC 1008 (detective serial starring kanwaljeet singh ). 
 
Another serial that deals with two doordarshan reporters that go on a door to door to get reviews about doordarshan 
programmes. It was a comedy serial. 
Vimla me aagaya was the hero's favorite dialogue.  
 
World this week by Pranoy Roy (only source of Foreign news). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 October 2011 

 Thanks Subbarao for visiting the site writing your valuable comment. 
From the list I really remember "LIFELINE" as the best one happening at that time. 
 
Keep Visiting as there is lot more on the site to explore.! 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Jyoti   www.luminos1990.webs.com submitted on 26 October 2011 

 
Hello! How haven't u mentioned abt 'Captain Vyom' & 'Suraag' 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 October 2011 

 Thanks Jyoti for your comment and I will soon chek more info on these names, 
Keep Visiting! 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

http://www.luminos1990.webs.com/


 

 

 shivam   gmail.com submitted on 28 October 2011 

 
sir can you please let me know if PARAM VEER CHAKRA is available on home video? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 October 2011 

 Hi Shivam, 
Sorry to inform that the serial is still not released on Home Video as per my info but I will surely let you know whenever I have 
some info about its release. 
Keep Visiting! 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

  

 RUPESH KUMAR    submitted on 31 October 2011 

 
Dear sir, 
 
KAB TAK PUKAROO 
BAARBA PAPA (ANIMATED) 
THE HISTORY OF MAN (ANIMATED) 
NEEM HAKEEM 
 
yeh bhi popular they. inke baare mei aap ka khayal hai. agar khayal acche ho to apni list mei inhe bhi shamil karein. 
 
intzar mei, 
rupesh 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 04 November 2011 

 Thanks Rupesh for some new names here and I surely remember few of them. 

But really great to have the list longer with this. 

Keep Visting. 
Cheers! 
  

  

 Vineet sood    submitted on 31 October 2011 

 
That was the wonderful period.such a good serials.i can not forget that era ,can you please provide me the link of title song of tv 
serial isi bahane.thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 04 November 2011 

 Thanks Vinet for your kind comment. 
However I dont know about the link as such but do keep searching at You-tube as many energetic fans keep posting such 
treasures there regularly. 
Cheers! 

  

 Sriram    submitted on 03 November 2011 

 
Hi Bobby, 
STONE BOY is a HINDI serial. pls check the below site. 
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stone_Boy_(TV_series) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 04 November 2011 

 Thanks Sriram for your update as I really very vaguely remember the serial....But now can recall it with this. 
Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

http://gmail.com/


 

 

 Vardan Gupta    submitted on 07 November 2011 

 
Hi,  
Bobby bhaji, i just want to know how can i get these old tv serials of Doordarshan from net do you have any blog from which i 
can download those serials, because from stores i can get only ramayan and mahabhart, which i already had, i want some 
listed above serials, please help me in this matter. 
 
Thanks 
 
Regards 
Vardan Gupta 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 November 2011 

 Thanks for your comment Vardaan, 
but frankly I am really not aware or recommend any download link fo these great serials. 
 
Would really appreciate if you would buy the Orginal CDs/DVDS if available in the market as per your requirement. 
You will find most of the serials available for online purchase at the following link and with discounts too. 
 
http://www.flipkart.com/all-top-tv-shows 
 
 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Amjad Ali    submitted on 12 November 2011 

 
Dear Bobbysing, 
 
Many Thanks for taking me through memory lane, I remember the serial Indradhanush, I think it used to be after discovery of 
India serial on sunday. That was the first time I had seen a computer in my life. The opening title was also quite amazing.  
 
I would be grateful if you could kindly advise me where I could get this serial. 
 
Many Thanks, 
 
Amjad 

  

 Amarendar jyoti    submitted on 14 November 2011 

 
How are you Sir. i want to know that it was about (2007-8),when a novels based program plays on doordarshan at evening 
around 5pm-7pm.i dont know the name of program but that was based on novels one of which was (suraj ka ghoda ,dharati ab 
bhi ghum rahi hai) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 November 2011 

 Hi Amarender, 
Thanks for your comment but you would have to dig some more info on the same, like star cast or director to reach its correct 
name.....otherwise its difficult to guess. 
BTW there is a must see movie called "Suraj Ka Saatwan Ghodha" directed by Shyam Benegal close to what you mentioned. 
Still I will try but am not sure. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Meghata Mishra    submitted on 18 November 2011 

 
Hello, sir  
I think You forgot "AAROHAN"and "SURAG". Aarohan is based on Indian navy. 
 
Thank You 
With Regards 
Meghata Mishra 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 November 2011 

 Thanks a lot Meghata Mishra for visiting and adding few more names to the list here. 

http://www.flipkart.com/all-top-tv-shows
http://www.flipkart.com/all-top-tv-shows
http://www.flipkart.com/all-top-tv-shows
http://www.flipkart.com/all-top-tv-shows


 

 

Cheers! 

  

 obviously deepak    submitted on 30 November 2011 

 
dont forget... 
 
raja rancho 
cartoons- duck tales, gummy bears.... 
achanak... 
 
sir i wanted to know about that serial of kids... 
which used to come @ 4pm approx... 
featuring.. alex n 4-5 kids more... 
story based on school life... 
n then a middle school based life serial which eventuallly turn into a college serial... 
 
this all was abt 2002-2003 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 December 2011 

 Thanks for your comment Deepak. 
And the serial you are pointing towards might be "Hip Hip Hurray" but I am not sure though. 
Keep Visiting. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Vineet    submitted on 09 December 2011 

 
If this list is just for serials pre 1991 era, then of course, Captain Vyom (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captain_Vyom) would not 
cut to the list. 
But it was one awesome sci-fi show of India! 
 
I am desperate to find it's CD/DVD from wherever I can! It's not on flipkart. 
 
It would be very humble of you if you could let me know if you came across of any disc of Captain Vyom! 
 
Thanks, 
Vineet. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 December 2011 

 Thanks Vineet for your comment and I will sure let you know as soon as I have any info of the serial releasing on home video. 
Keep Visitng. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Harsha    submitted on 20 December 2011 

 
Ramayan.. mahabharat.. tehikikaat....I dream of jeanie.. bewithced.. knight rider...had allll featired in DD only.. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 December 2011 

 Dear Harsha, 
Ramayana and Mahabharat are already there in the list. 
Still thanks for your comment and keep visiting. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 
 


